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Story

Alva is in no rush to experience her first time with a boy. She wants to wait for the first real love. But when

one spends an entire weekend at a lake, without parents, only with the best friend and two very good-

looking guys - well, an exception is in order then, isn't it? It's not every day that there are so many tanned

beach volleyball players and attractive kayak fans directly under one's nose. But whether the shy Simon,

adventurous Ralf or a Neptune in disguise will win Alva's heart knows only the reader. It is up to her to

decide who will do what with whom!

Making out with Fabian? Dancing with Jaro? Or rather swimming with Jasper? Everything is possible in our

new series for girls aged 13+. When Frankziska Gehm writes with lots of humour about the chaotic love

lives of her female protagonists, nobody knows yet how the story is going to end. Only one will determine

who is going to experience what with whom - and that's the reader herself!

Franziska Gehm

Franziska Gehm was born in 1974. She studied English, psychology and intercultural economy

communication in Germany, England and Ireland. After finishing her studies she worked at a grammar

school in Denmark, for a German radio station and in a publishing house. Today she works and lives as an
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author and translator in Munich with her family. Many of her books have been translated into various

languages.

More titles in this series

Lovers or Friends - You

Decide! Macho Alarm

Lovers or Friends - You

Decide! Kiss Concert

Lovers or Friends - You

Decide! The Kissing Bet

Lovers or Friends - You

Decide! Party Kisses

Lovers or Friends? You decide!

Flirt Recipe
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